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A. Abstract
Background

An estimated 46.7 million people aged 65 and older have Alzheimer’s or a related form of dementia.

Because there is no cure, early detection and prediction of Alzheimer’s is viewed as the best strategy

for initiating early treatment and managing the disease.

Objectives

Demonstrate the potential of using both unstructured telephone conversations and analytics to

detect voice features predictive of Alzheimer’s.

Methods

Authors linked recordings of calls to a health insurer help line to an administrative claims database

showing which callers had diagnostic histories of Alzheimer’s disease and which did not. Speech

analysis software extracted voice features from the calls and predicted using Multi-layered

Perceptron (MLP) which callers had Alzheimer’s, and which did not, based on features that were

more common to each group.

Results

The model assessed differences in speech features to accurately identify more than 96% of the audio

files of callers who had diagnostic histories of Alzheimer’s. There was no increase in overall accuracy

after male and female populations were separated.

Conclusions

Voice analysis of telephone conversations is an emerging tool to help predict and detect patients

with Alzheimer’s disease and related forms of dementia.
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B. Background and Significance

Earlier detection of Alzheimer’s disease and related forms of dementia and cognitive decline has

been described as a “holy grail” in medicine because of the rising incidence of the disease and the

physical and financial toll it takes.(1-2) An estimated 46.7 million people aged 65 and older have

Alzheimer’s or a related form of dementia, and the “huge majority” of them aren’t diagnosed – even

in high-income nation’s such as the U.S.(3) Prevalence is expected to double as the global population

ages. Since there is no cure, early detection and prediction of Alzheimer’s is viewed as the best

strategy for initiating early treatment and managing the disease. Early diagnosis increases the

potential for medication therapy to slow the rate of cognitive decline in patients(4) and give them

opportunities to obtain support services that could extend their independence and delay their

moves to nursing homes(5). Research has targeted genetics(6), blood biomarkers(7), and diagnostic

imaging(8) as ways to supplement existing clinical questionnaires such as the Mini Mental State

Examination(9) for detecting Alzheimer’s. Recently, studies have also focused on the potential of

voice and linguistic patterns and changes as well. Khodabakhsh et al. found that analysis of prosodic

elements of speech “such as stress, intonation, and emotion” were effective at identifying people in

casual unstructured conversations who had Alzheimer’s.(10) Fraser et al. reported 81 percent

accuracy in distinguishing people with Alzheimer’s by analyzing their linguistic descriptions of

pictures and cognitive decline(11). Research has shown that Alzheimer’s has an impact early on

portions of the brain cortex responsible for speech and word phrasing,(12) making changes in speech

a potential target for detection of the disorder before severe neurological symptoms emerge. Studies

also have examined the potential for  analysis of telephone conversations(13) or remote

questionnaires(14) as lower-cost ways of assessing cognitive decline compared to in-person clinical

visits and interviews. This study presents the potential of using both telephone conversations and

analytics to detect voice features predictive of Alzheimer’s. Validating such a method would be an

important step as health care organizations try to get ahead of the emerging wave of Alzheimer’s

and dementia patients.

C. Objectives

Validate a method for predicting Alzheimer’s using voice features, which includes:

● Linking call recordings to administrative claims data  to obtain member demographics

and Alzheimer’s diagnoses for a study population.

● Describing and extracting voice features from Alzheimer’s and non-Alzheimer’s

members’ call recordings.

● Predicting Alzheimer’s based on members’ voice features.

D. Methods
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Data Source and Sample

The data source for the study was an archive of calls placed in a six-month period to a help desk for a

large U.S. health insurer. Members’ calls are archived in a call recording system and call logs are

generated for each call.  For this study, the researchers unarchived the call logs and linked them to

unique members in an administrative claims database processed between January 1, 2013 and July

31, 2016. The archive contained 20,949,183 call logs of conversations between January 1, 2016 and

July 31, 2016. The logs consisted of calls from 6,698,602 unique members. Among those members,

1,078,318 were linked to the administrative claims, had complete claims data, and had at least 12

months of continuous health insurance enrollment. Of those 1,078,318 members, 12,219 had ICD-9

and ICD10 codes in their claims data indicating that they had been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s and

1,066,099 did not.

A study population was drawn from this dataset, consisting of 651 Alzheimer’s members and 1,018

non-Alzheimer’s members. Call recordings for the study population were retrieved from the archive.

Call recordings were selected for audio analysis only if they were placed by people calling for their

own care needs and of sufficient quality to be used as the audio files for analysis. (Table I)

Members were placed in the Alzheimer’s study cohort if they had at least two Alzheimer’s diagnosis

codes in their administrative claims data in the same 12-month period. (Table II) The index date was

defined as the first date of diagnosis. In addition, members must have had at least six months of

pre-index health insurance continuous enrollment (baseline period) and six months of post-index

enrollment (follow-up period). (Figure 1)

Descriptive Analysis - Study Population

The control population was identified by matching each Alzheimer’s member randomly to a

non-Alzheimer’s members with the same gender and age group. This was done to create two

roughly equivalent sample groups for audio analysis.  Audio files of 1016 calls were analyzed from

the Alzheimer’s group (consisting of 651 members) and 1018 (consisting of 1018 members) were

analyzed from the non-Alzheimer’s group. There was no overlap of member across folds. (Table III &

Table IV)

Voice Feature Extraction and Selection

Speech features were extracted from the members’ audio files. Examples of feature groups include::

1. Spectral features: Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, perceptual linear prediction
2. Prosodic features: Speaking rate, pitch, intensity
3. Voice quality features: Shimmer, jitter local, jitter DDP, harmonics-to-noise ratio
4. Language features: 1-gram word probability, pause filler ratio
5. Others: part-of-voicing feature
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There were 760 features extracted per audio sample on 2036 voice samples. The number of features
was substantially higher than the number of data samples. Feature filtering was performed to reduce
overfitting. Features were included if the absolute value of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient
between the feature values and their class labels (0 for non-Alzheimer’s or 1 for Alzheimer’s) was
greater than a threshold of .1. Features were otherwise excluded.

Predictive Modeling

Multi-layered Perceptron (MLP) with leave-one-fold-out cross-validation was used to compute a
disease score. The disease score is the output of the sigmoid function on the top layer of the MLP
model. MLP was chosen to map highly non-linear relationships from low-level speech features to

Alzheimer’s members. Five-fold cross-validation was used to analyze as many test outputs as
possible. In addition, age and gender were balanced across folds for both the Alzheimer’s and
non-Alzheimer’s groups to minimize their influence on the accuracy of the model. (Table V)

The output of the MLP model represents the disease score. The disease score has a possible range of
[0,1]. A threshold of 0.5 was used for the cut-off for the binary classification. Calls were classified to
have Alzheimer’s if the disease score was greater than 0.5; otherwise they were classified as
non-Alzheimer’s.

In each iteration, k-fold analysis involved withholding one fold to act as the test set and using the
other four as the training set. Cross validation (leave-one-fold-out) within the training set was used
for tuning the MLP hyper-parameters and for choosing the optimal MLP structure. Dropout, early
stopping, batch normalization and late fusion were used to reduce overfitting. After the model was
tuned, classification accuracy was measured on both the training set and the test set.  Recall,
precision, and F1 score were computed on the test set.

Finally, results from the five separate analyses were accumulated to create composite test and
training results.

E. Results

In both the training and test sets, the model assessed differences in speech features to accurately
identify more than 96 percent of the audio files who had Alzheimer’s, and those who did not. In
addition, the differences in accuracy (.81%) between the training and test sets suggest that
overfitting is not significant in the model training. As a measure of precision, meaning how often it
was correct when it predicted Alzheimer’s among the 2,034 audio files in the study and control
groups, the result in the test set was 95.17 percent. The result in the test set was stronger for recall,
meaning the share of the 1,016 audio files in the target group that correctly identified as having
Alzheimer’s, was 97.14 percent.  (Table VI)

The resulting confusion matrix of the final set of all test folds showed more false positives than false
negatives with a posterior threshold of 0.5. (Table VII)

The cross-validation experiment was repeated after the male and female populations were
separated. This experiment did not affect accuracy. (Table VIII-XI)
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F. Discussion

Altered speech and linguistics has been a known feature of Alzheimer’s for many years. A 1995

translation of Aloysuis Alzheimer’s 1907 clinical summary of one of his first patients noted that she

“uses gap-fills and a few paraphrased expressions (“milk-pourer’’ instead of cup).”(15) Today, speech

analysis software and analytical methods make it possible to not only identify these differences in

speech, but to assess how common those differences are to Alzheimer’s patients. It appears that

such tools are necessary for this purpose. Konig et al found in a French-speaking study that

significant differences in speech “were not perceptible to the ear of a clinician most of the time,” but

that an automated analysis of those differences proved 87 percent accurate at separating out

Alzheimer’s patients from a healthy elderly control group.(16)

The Konig study similarly demonstrated that analysis of recorded speech could be successful,

however, that study analyzed people carrying out controlled speech activities such as counting

backward. This study demonstrated the possibility of identifying patients outside of controlled

experiments – through analysis of their voice patterns in everyday phone conversations such as calls

to a health insurance help line. The substantial number of false negative results may limit the current

approach as a screening and diagnostic tool for clinicians. But follow-up studies could address some

of the limitations of this approach and increase the precision of the methodology.

The results present some interesting questions for future research, including the more predictive

results in the audio analysis of women with and without Alzheimer’s compared to men. Differences

between men and women in the symptoms and neurological impacts of Alzheimer’s have been

documented,(17) along with the impact gender can have on the course of the disease.(18) So

gender-specific differences in speech pattern might not be surprising, but they have not been

studied extensively.

G. Limitations

While the data source for this study was novel in that in linked claims data to audio files, there were

limitations.  Audio files were compressed and decompressed as part of the process for this study.

This may have affected the quality of the audio in a way that distorted the results. The relatively

small study  population available for research also might have limited the ability of the analysis to

detect certain vocal patterns that are common to Alzheimer’s patients. The selection process also

could have affected the results by excluding certain population groups. It was necessary for audio

analysis, for example, to only include people in the study whose help center calls were clearly

audible. It is possible that being inaudible could be a distinctive feature in predicting cognitive

decline.
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The analysis did not separate out predictive results by diagnostic codes, but future research could

assess whether linguistic software is more likely to differentiate patients with late-onset versus

early-onset Alzheimer’s disease. Given the value in earlier identification and diagnosis of Alzheimer’s

and cognitive decline, a method that identities the early-onset form of the disease would seem

particularly important.

The method in this analysis also did not allow for a determination of the features of speech and

linguistics that were most distinct between men and women – and allowed for a better prediction

rate of Alzheimer’s in women. Future research could parse out those features to focus on ones that

are most meaningful.

H. Conclusion

This study contributes to a growing body of research on methods to analyze call recordings or

telephone conversations, to extract voice features, and to identify patients with Alzheimer’s or other

forms of dementia and cognitive decline by their voice and linguistic patterns and changes. A

follow-up study with a larger sample size would allow for deep learning model development and the

ability to conduct subset analyses by gender or disease severity to continue progress toward the use

of speech for early identification of Alzheimer’s disease.

I. Clinical Relevance Statement

Alzheimer’s disease and related forms of dementia are a growing problem in America’s aging society.
Early detection could help people with the disease pursue treatment that can delay symptoms and
prolong independence. Voice analysis could assist with this diagnostic goal if it is reliably able to
identify patients with Alzheimer’s.

J. Multiple Choice Questions

What voice feature was noted by Aloysuis Alzheimer in his 1907 clinical summary of one of his first

patients with characteristics of Alzheimer’s disease?

a) Jumbled phrases.

b) Gap fill noises.

c) Uncontrolled cursing.

d) Voice trail off.

This study used different statistical measurements to assess the ability of voice analysis to identify

people with Alzheimer’s disease or related forms of dementia. What did the recall measurement

assess?

a) Share of patients already known to have Alzheimer’s to be correctly identified by voice

analysis.
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b) Share of patients out of study and control group to be predicted to have Alzheimer’s.

c) Share of patients identified by voice analysis to have lapses in memory.

d) Share of patients incorrectly predicted by voice analysis to have Alzheimer’s.
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